
Geological Excursion to Southern Lakeland April 23 to 27 2012

A report by John Williams

Alison Tymon – our leader – had asked the 20 of us to be at Humphrey’s Head by 1.30 on the
Monday. This is a long Carboniferous headland with a Grand Arch at the tip of South Lakeland where
– it seems - the last wolf in Cumbria was killed.

Most of us approached the Lake District on the A65 and when in the Ingleton area saw the full
splendour of the Lake District bathed in sunshine. A fitting aperitif.

When at the car park Alison explained that our cars were parked
across a  major fault between the Brockram Permian
conglomerate and the Urswick Limestone ( similar to Great Scar
Limestone), the former having a downthrow of 1000m– but not to
worry!!  Our short walk to Rough Holm Point across the alluvial
silt enabled us to view the bedded and crossbedded
conglomerate which had been laid down within a fan delta in hot
dry desert conditions– or was it a breccia? Counting rounded and
angular stones ensued. More discussion ended with the finding
of a coral fossil.

Our journey along the narrow winding lakeland roads towards the Crown Hotel, Coniston , our centre
for 4 nights, allowed us to call at Brown Howe Quarry on the shores of Lake Coniston on each side of
the A5084. This abandoned long narrow slot of a quarry looked as if the Silurian Bannisdale
Formation of grey mudstones and siltstones had been used for rough slate but Alison pointed out
that the reason for the quarry was the 10m wide microgranite dyke which had all ben removed except
for a few small pieces. The microgranite was formed as the dyke was just below the seabed and
cooled quickly. A few samples of the microgranite which intruded some 395m years ago and
associated with the Shap Granite were examined before heading off for a well deserved dinner.

Tuesday was another dry day spent in the Broughton and Millom areas.

Starting at Donkey Rock, ( Eccle Riggs Quarry) Broughton where
we viewed a spectacular almost vertical wall of sandstone turbites
in the Silurian Coniston Grits within the Windermere Supergroup.
This showed 1800 large sole marks formed by fast flowing
undersea currents 425m years ago when the Lake District was
30degrees south of the equator. This was the underside of the
sedimentary bed which had been overturned to 85 degrees –
confusing as it was more than 90 degrees “Donkey Rock” we
suppose as the sole marks looked like hoof prints .

On to the Burlington Stone Office at Kirby Quarry where we were treated
to coffee, biscuits and takeaway samples of their different rock types
which will make excellent coasters. Thank you Lord Cavendish of Holker
Hall. The visit to the quarry of blue /grey Silurian slate (300 to350 million
years) in a mini bus and then to the works which produced finished slate
from the large extracted slate blocks showed the complete process. This
consisted of saw cutting and blasting to move but not shatter the rock,
plugs and feathers or small charges to split the rock, transport to the
works, sawing into slabs, splitting and shaping and finally sorting into
sizes and quality. A fascinating process which was much safer than 100
years ago. We were excited by the demonstration of blasting and our
own attempts to split the slate.



Along more narrow winding lanes to the Rock Park at Millom  overlooking Ghyll Scaur Quarry which
quarries the Borrowdale Volcanic Group andesites and pyroclastic tuffs for aggregate. The highlight
here was lunch and the many excellent samples of lakeland rocks which are all explained on
descriptive boards.

Finally we travelled to Hodbarrow Point owned by the RSPB. The final mile was a stone track on an
embankment between Morecombe Bay and the water filled limestone quarry which had had rich
haematite veins which gave rise to the iron industry at Millom and later shipbuilding at Barrow. Allison
explained how the carboniferous limestone, red Sherwood sandstone and salt and hot water sources
gave rise to the haematite sops which were 20/30% iron. The sky was now a deep blue with distant
views of the very large wind turbine farm in the bay and snowy peaks of Coniston Old Man past the
ruined windmill and also interesting local sandy bays. What a perfect spot to seek haematite “kidney”

Wednesday was a free day with arranged visits to The John Ruskin Museum and to Brantwood –
Ruskin’s home – during the morning.

The museum showed the history of the museum itself, history of the village, local geology, copper
and slate mining and local skills such as linen, lace and wood carving and of course Campbell,
Bluebird and the Gondola. The Ruskin Gallery was dedicated to the life, work, philosophy and
influence of John Ruskin (1819 to 1900). His visionary ideas still have much to teach us this century.

Our visit to Brantwood coincided with the only rain of the week – well fine drizzle showers anyway.
The geology display above the toilets was the first call where Alison put on display her talent of
playing the rock harmonicon. A stroll around the grounds and house followed.

On Thursday were two local trips with lunch back at Coniston. The first morning visit was up the very
narrow road along Yewdale Beck to Tilberthwaite Slate Quarry and Penny Rigg Mill where access to
copper mines such as Horse Crag level) were also in evidence.
This area is in the Borrowdale Volcanic Group of the Ordovician
period 460m years ago which are some 7,000m or more thick.
Alison explained the continental drifts and cause of the volcanic
activity most of which gave rise to pyroclastic rocks (tuffs) and
lavas. We strolled to the Andy Goldsworthy sheep pinfold, along
the road to the Mill and copper mine entrance, then over a crest
to another dramatic long slot of a quarry before a downhill to our
cars. What we had seen demonstrated a huge investment in
manpower and effort to extract slate and copper ore over three
centuries – but are now abandoned to nature.

The second quarry at Hodge Close was at the other side of the valley but there was no bridge!! This
quarry was very busy with school children having outside experience walking through the mine
workings and abseiling down the very deep quarry face. It is a mecca for experienced divers. Alison
would only allow us to watch and appreciate the tremendous effort of miners and quarry men who

excavated the Tiberthwaite Tuffs resulting in this awesome void with the
bottom 50m filled with water. The works were abandoned in early 1960

The afternoon trip was to Tarn Hows where, after distant views of
Langdale, we saw the Dent Group of rocks which were sedimentary
siltstones, mudstones, sandstones and limestones laid at the end of the
Ordovician period. After passing a roche moutonne much examination
ensued searching for the unconformity at the water’s edge. Quote of the
day “I’m really thrilled that I’m so close to something so exiting that I know
is there even though I can’t see it”.

Our usual meal together at two long tables ended with the group at the
bar thanking Alison and Barry for their tuition and support and to Margaret
for arranging the hotel and organising the event



Our last day on Friday meant starting our way home and in so doing we passed White Scar
Whitbarrow at some speed. This shows to those who were not driving the exposed faces of the
Dalton, Park and Urswick Limestone which we had been
told about. Passing this we reach Towbarrow Quarry in
Silverdale near to Leighton Moss RSPB. A double attraction
for some.

We walked under blue skies along a track through a slot in
the limestone known as “The Trough” which was an eroded
shale bed between two limestone beds. That brought us to
the huge quarry which had its main exit down an incline to
the processing works which included a Hoffman lime kiln
and a tar-macadam plant which closed in 1959.

The bulk of the Quarry is Urswick Limestone ( 340 my) which was later folded into a monocline so the
beds here are vertical. A mecca for climbers and bird watchers.     “Was that a green woodpecker?”
We strolled to the several numbered locations of geological interest which included fossils of burrows
( stick bed) and corals and also remains of tree stumps on the top surface of a reddened karstified
bedding plane.


